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Lighting with Sketches
Alexander Wakefield Steinberg
Fabio Pellacini

Figure 1: A scene of two lights, lit with our approach

Abstract
Lighting design is a fundamental aspect of computer cinematography, where it is used to
support storytelling by affecting the mood, style, and believability of a scene. Traditionally,
lighting has required the tedious adjustment of the large set of parameters that describe
complex lighting setups, including lights positions, colors, shapes, etc. This work presents
an interactive user interface that facilitates lighting workflow by using a sketching paradigm
for light creation. Lights are specified by a series of strokes that define various properties
of illumination such as shape of the light and position of illuminated and shadowed areas.
The system will then perform a nonlinear optimization over all the light parameters to
find a match to the controlling sketches. To demonstrate our prototype system, we lit a
simple scene fully with our application, showing that sketching paradigms are promising to
facilitate the lighting workflow.
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1

Introducion

Lighting design for computer-generated cinematography is integral to the mood, style, and
believability of the scene [1]. It can, however, be a very time-consuming process. Lighting
artists commonly set tens of lights to get the effect that they want, each of which must be
individually defined by specifying many attributes including color, position and intensity.
Specifying these values is not always intuitive because they are commonly indirectly related
to the effect that they have on the appearance of the scene. It is very difficult to estimate
the extent of the visual effect a small change in the light parameters can have. Therefore,
for the artist to know how the scene will look, the scene must be rendered after each change.
As more lights are introduced into the scene, this process quickly becomes very complicated
and time consuming. To facilitate the process of lighting design we propose a user interface
based around the intuitive process of sketching. This will facilitate the workflow for artists,
as they are familiar with quickly laying down the major concepts of a sketch and then
adding smaller sketches to refine the result. This system casts the lighting problem as a
multidimensional optimization. The optimization fits the lighting effect of a given light as
closely as possible to the set of sketches attributed to that light. Each type of sketch is
understood by a different error function, and the user is given further control over the stroke
weights and the precision of the optimization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses previous work in the field, and how this project fits into it. Section
3 explains the user interface. Section 4 provides an example of the workflow. Section 5
describes the heart of the algorithm, the process of optimization. Section 6 explains the
intuition and error functions that we used for each type of stroke. Section 7 discusses which
aspects of lighting design the system is most appropriate for, as well as where it is less
successful. Section 8 discuses our conclusions and some possibilities for future work.
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Related Work

Our approach builds upon a number of previously demonstrated tools. Many lighting
interfaces that emulate the drawing or painting process have been developed. Pellacini et al
[2007] presented a painting interface in which an artist paints a target scene and the system
optimizes a set of lights to match this target [1]. While their interface was successful, it
relied on the artist taking the time to fully paint the desired effect, which in some cases may
turn out to be a long process. Our approch shares many characteristics with this painting
work, but relies on the ease of sketching rather than painting. It simplifies the algorithm by
attributing a set of sketched strokes to a single light rather than solving for one effect with
many lights. This interface, however, is not the first attempt at a sketching interface for
lighting design. Poulin et al [1997] presented a sketching system for shadow and highlight
design[3]. Their approach requires a user to sketch part of the contour of the shadow. While
this is straightforward for a sphere or simple scene, even a mildly complicated scene will
make this process nearly impossible. Furthermore, their work is only suitable for shadow
design, and therefore cannot meet all the needs of a lighting artist. Our system attempts
to improve upon this process by requiring a user to specify only the general area in which
there should be shadow, and the general area where there should not. As a single tool
rather than a full lighting toolset. Other interfaces that do not rely on painting or drawing
have also been developed. Pellacini et al [2002] presented an interface where the user can
directly click and drag shadows and highlights to place these features of the lighting as
desired [2]. Again, while effective for shadow placement, their system does not provide for
ease of spotlight placement, or cone angle adjustments. We have implemented this click
and drag interface into our system to be able to compare their tools to our own.
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User Interface

This section explains the user interface from the point of view of the lighter but leaves
out implementation details, which will be covered in the next sections. To simplify our
discussion, we assume that all lights are spotlights, because point lights and directional
lights can be represented as spotlights, and that they are all present in the scene when
it is loaded. The user selects a spotlight, and can then draw a variety of strokes for the
given light. One light may be effected by many strokes, but each stroke may only effect one
light. There are eight types of strokes available to users, each type of stroke has a different
intended effect. The first two, light-edge and soft-edge strokes, allow the user to control the
placement of a cone of light falling on the scene from the spotlight. The light-edge stroke
allows the user to sketch where the edge of the circle of the lighting effect should fall and
defines the area that should be fully lit. The soft-edge stroke, by comparison, is intended
to define where the edge of the lighting effect should fade out. The soft-edge stroke must
be placed outside of the light-edge stroke in order to have a logical effect.* The third and
fourth strokes are a pair, called lit and unlit strokes. They can be used to specify what
part of a surface should be lit based on the position of the light source. The highlight and
no-highlight strokes can be used to place the highlight on an object or to push the highlight
away from an area. The last two stroke types deal with placing shadows. The shadow
stroke can be used to define areas that are in shadow, while the no-shadow stroke has the
opposite effect. Section 4 provides an example lighting session, using most of these tools to
achieve the artist’s desired result.
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(a)The original scene

(b) One stroke defines a light

(c) Two strokes define a light

(d) A soft-edge stroke

(e) Lit and unlit strokes

(f) A highlight stroke is drawn

(g) optimized with highlight

(h) Shadow strokes

(i) The final result

Figure 2: An example workflow: The user steps though different stroke tools to layout and
refine the look of the scene.
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Example Workflow

The user starts with the scene shown in Figure 2.a The user first selects a light from the
list of lights, then selects 3D strokes mode and specifies that he wants to draw a light-edge
stroke. The artist chooses a color – a light pink – and draws an arc that follows where he
wants the edge of the light to be. The system optimizes the position of the light, displays
the scene, shown in Figure 2.b. Now the artist may decide that he wants the light to be a
little more orange and wants the teapot to be fully in light. To achieve this, the user selects
a new color and draws a second stroke. The system will use the average color of the strokes
as the color for the light. Figure 2.c shows both strokes that will be used to position the
light and the result after minimization.
Next, the user decides to soften the edge of the lighting effect. The user selects the
soft-edge stroke, and draws a new stroke. This stroke will be understood differently than
the first two. A soft-edge stroke represents the outer edge of the lighting effect while a
light-edge stroke is understood as the edge of the brightest area. This stroke and its effect
on the scene are shown in Figure 2.d.
At this point, the user is mostly satisfied with the general lighting but decides to change
the direction of the light. To do this, the user selects the lit stroke. Unlike the first two
strokes, this stroke does not deal with an edge, but rather an area. The artist sketches on
both the sphere and the teapot in areas that he wants to be lit. Then the artist selects the
unlit stroke and sketches on the objects where there should not be light. The unlit stroke
shows up in black. When the user runs the optimization, the light adjusts its position and
angle to best match all of the strokes. The result is shown in Figure 2.e.
In order to make more subtle adjustments to the position of the highlights and the
shadows, the user selects the highlight stroke, and selects a new color. The small white
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circle on the sphere shown in Figure 2.f is used to move the highlight to this position, the
result is shown in Figure 2.g. The no-highlight stroke would have had an opposite effect
compared with the highlight tool.
Finally, the user chooses to move the shadows slightly. This can be achieved by first
selecting an object from the object menu, in this case the sphere. The user then selects the
shadow stroke type and sketches where the shadow should move to. With the no-shadow
stroke he sketches around the shadow stroke in an area where he doesnt want shadow. These
two strokes and their effect can be seen in Figure 2.h. The scene with the final lighting
configuration is shown in Figure 2.i with the sketched strokes hidden.
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Algorithm

For the moment we will leave the individual strokes to talk about the heart of our algorithm,
the procedure that performs the optimization. We use a downhill simplex minimization as
shown by Press et al[5]. To be clear, we played no role in developing this minimization
algorithm, but simply implement their approach. Because of the way the program slides
towards a solution, we will refer to it as the Amoeba. The Amoeba holds an array of sets of
dimensions. In our implementation, each dimension corresponds to a light parameter. The
program calculates the set of error values that correspond to the sets of lighting parameters
that are held in the array. The exact error functions are dealt with outside of the Amoeba
and will be covered in section 5. The Algorithm finds the point defined by the set of
parameters that results in the minimum error and the point that produces the maximum
error. The Amoeba attempts to find a new minimum error by mirroring the point of
maximum error around the point of minimum error. If this produces a new minimum, the
Amoeba grows by moving the new minimum again in the same direction. If, however, the
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first move failed to produce a new minimum value, the Amoeba narrows in on the solution
by retreating from the first move by half. The algorithm can return in two cases. If the size
of the size of the amoeba is reduced below a certain threshold, the algorithm is said to have
converged upon a solution and will return. The other way the amoeba will return is when
no solution has been found, but a maximum number of iterations have been completed. In
the case, the algorithm did not converge, but the result may still be adequate. The user
is given a level of control over this number of iterations the algorithm will complete before
returning. While this may not be the fastest optimization algorithm available, it does not
require the derivatives of the error functions to be calculated, which is a necessity in our
situation.

6

Error Functions

Each of the eight types of strokes available for sketching correlates to a different error
function. This section will examine the math behind each of these eight strokes, and explain
how they work. The final error value that is returned is the sum of the individual error
functions for all the strokes that correspond to the given light.
T otalError = Error1 + Error2 ... + Errorn
The light-edge stroke is meant to define the outside edge of the spotlights cone most
intense light. To be more exact, where the light can be described with two angles, one that
defines the area of brightest light, and another that describes the greater area with some
light, the Light-edge stroke is meant to place the edge of the brightest light. Our error
function returns the sum of the distances from each point on the stroke to the edge of the
light. The smaller the sum, the more exactly the light follows the edge of the sketch. If D
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Figure 3: Error function diagrams for light-edge and soft-edge strokes show the point P and
the light at position S with direction D. The inner angle θ, and the outer angle β define
the area of full light and drop off respectively. α is the angle between D and the vector
P − S.
is the direction of the light, S is the position of the light, and P is a given point on the light
as shown in Figure 3.a, then
D · (P − S) = cos(α)
Where α is the angle between the direction of the light and the direction from the light to
the given point. So then the difference of the cosines of the inner angle of the light, θ and
α is given by
cos(θ) − cos(α) = cos(θ) − D · (P − S)
We square this value so that regardless of the orientation of the sketch with respect to the
edge of the spotlight, the error will be positive. Then we sum these values over all the
points in a given sketch and divide by the number of points in the stroke so that a long
stroke and short stroke have the same weight. Our final error function is
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Error =

PPmax
i=0

(cos (θ)−D·(Pi −S))2
Pmax

A soft-edge stroke defines the farthest edge where there is any light. In he area between
the light-edge sketch and the soft-edge sketch the intensity of the light should be fading
out. The soft-edge stroke works the same as the light-edge stroke, but rather than using
the inner angle θ, soft-edge strokes effect the outer edge β. Thus the corresponding error
equation for soft-edge strokes is
Error =

PPmax
i=0

(cos (β)−D·(Pi −S))2
Pmax

The idea around the lit stroke type is different from the first two strokes we examined.
Unlike light-edge or soft-edge strokes, the lit does not deal with edges, but instead with
general areas. In fact the rest of the stroke types share this trait with lit strokes. The idea
is the user can sketch a stroke onto an object in 3D to signify a general area that he wants
to be lit. We note that the dot product of the direction from the point to the light and the
direction of the normal at that point will be maximized when they are parallel and thus
fully light. To create the proper behavior we have to negate the value. So the error function
for lit strokes is
Error =

PPmax
i=0

−Ni ·(S−Pi )
Pmax

Where N is the normal at the point P .
Unlit strokes are the exact opposite from lit strokes. The idea is that anywhere the user
sketches with the unlit brush should not be in light. To do this we just dot the normal with
the direction of to the light without negating the product.
Error =

PPmax
i=0

Ni ·(S−Pi )
Pmax
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Figure 4: Error function diagrams for lit and highlight strokes show point P and a light
at position S, the normal vector at P is called N . In the highlight diagram, the viewing
direction is labeled V . S − P shows the vector towards the light from P , and R is S − P
reflected across N .
The intuition behind a highlight sketch is very similar to the intuition behind the lit
sketch. The user expects lights to move such that the highlight lines up with the sketch.
On a phong surface the highlight will appear where the light reflected across the normal is
parallel with the direction of the camera. The following is a common equation for calculating
highlights. L is the vector from a given point on the sketch towards the light, and N is the
normal at that point.
Li = S − Pi
Then the vector R, the reflected direction of the light at the given sketch point, is defined
as
R = −Li + 2(Ni · Li )Ni
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The highlight will show up at the position where R is opposite and parallel to the vector
from the camera towards the sketched point. This vector, which we will call V , is calculated
from the position the camera was in when the stroke was drawn. When R is opposite V ,
R ·V will be maximized and negative. So the final sum that we try to minimize for highlight
strokes is
Error =

PPmax

(Vi ·Ri )
Pmax

i=0

As unlit is the opposite of lit so to is our no-highlight is the opposite of highlight. This
pushes the highlight away from any area where a no-highlight sketch has been drawn. Our
no-highlight error function is
Error =

PPmax
i=0

(−Vi ·Ri )
Pmax

Our shadow and no-shadow strokes are probably the least accurate and least well understood of all our stroke types. First we generalize the problem by using bounding spheres
rather than the actual geometry. As shown by Wang et al [2006] that a set of spheres can
be used to very closely approximate an object [4]. While our system does not implement
this approach to compute shadows, it could be simply extended to do so. We define C to
be the center of the bounding sphere of the object. V1 is a vector from the light position
S towards C. V2 is the vector from S towards the sketched point P . now we notice that
if the angle between V1 and V2 , which we will call β is less than the angle of the shadow
cone, then the point P is in shadow. We call the shadow cone angle α and the radius of the
bounding sphere R.
α = arctan |VR1 |

β = arccos V1 · V2
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For shadow strokes we simply sum the number of sketch points that are in shadow and try
to maximize the number of points that are in shadow. So our error function is
PPmax
i=0

Error =

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

1

βi < α

0 βi ≥ α

Pmax

The no-shadow error function tries to maximize the sum of points that are not in shadow.
So the 1 and 0 are reversed. For no-shadow strokes the error function is
PPmax
i=0

Error =

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

0

βi < α

1 βi ≥ α

Pmax

Note that the functions used for shadow and no-shadow strokes are not continuous functions
while the rest of error functions are continuous. This means that the different error values
that are stored in the simplex may in some cases be equal, and therefore not have a minimum
value to move towards. In fact, any set of lighting parameters that cause the same number
of points to be in shadow will be treated equally. This only becomes an issue when either,
no points are in shadow and no randomized set of parameters causes any points to be in
shadow. The algorithm will have no idea which way it should move, and it will terminate.
This does not always cause problems, but a correct and continuous function for the shadow
error would probably improve the performance of our system.

7

Results

We have found this system to be very useful at helping an artist to quickly and intuitively
place the lights in a scene. While not yet optimized for speed, the system can resolve quickly.
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Iterations
100,000
10,000

*
time
error
time
error

one stroke
0.56
1.3e−4
NA
NA

two strokes
1.1
0.183
NA
NA

three strokes
1.52
0.14
0.16
1.54

four strokes(one shadow)
9.9
-5.6
1.05
4.3

Figure 5: Table of iterations, times and error values
The system is faster for light strokes than it is for the shadow and no-shadow strokes. A
series of tests were done to get a sense for the efficiency of the algorithm. The following
discussion is also show in Figure 5.
Given one light stroke and 100,000 iterations the system converged to a negligible error
in about half a second. With two light strokes the system retuned before convergence in
about a second, producing a very good image and small error. A three stoke configuration
continued this trend and returned in one and a half seconds with a result that was similar
to the two stroke setup. The same configuration of strokes was solved given only 10,000
iterations and returned a great looking image with a more significant error in less than two
tenths of a second. A 90 % decrease in iterations was directly correlated to 90 % decrease
in delay and a ten fold increase in error.
These delays are affected by a few major factors. The number of strokes is directly
correlated to the time it takes to return. When more strokes are used, the error will be
higher and therefore the system is less likely to return early. Allowing more iterations
will take the system longer to resolve, but will result in smaller errors. High numbers of
iterations are not necessary as even as few as 100 iterations usually result in the intended
image.
We added a single shadow stroke to the above configuration and the system returned in
one second with a larger error. Given 100,000 iterations the system returned after about ten
seconds. Each iteration of the algorithm takes longer with shadow and no-shadow strokes
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because they require bounding spheres to be calculated and intersected. This process makes
these error functions run more slowly.
While our system deals very well with general light placement, it is only moderately
successful in controlling shadow placement. This lack of success in dealing with shadows is
due to the finite nature of the problem and the way in which we have formulated our error
functions.
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Comparisons and Limitations

To preform a full user study comparing this work to the rest of the work in the field would
clearly be the best way to establish the success of our approach. Such a study, however, is
far beyond the scope of this work, so in the place of a full user study, we will discus how
we have observed this work compares to some of the previously demonstrated techniques
cited in this paper. This tool is easy and fast to use. An artist can place the general effect
that he wants more quickly with our system than he could using a traditional interface or
the painting interface presented by Pellacini et al [2007]. Sketching is especially successful
when used to place the field of light and drop off effects, as well as defining areas of light
or highlight.
In comparison to previous work on editing shadow positions, sketching has been found to
be less successful. To compare our sketching shadows to dragging shadows, we implemented
a full shadow dragging tool as presented by Pellacini et al [2002]. It is clear that when the
artist’s priority is shadow position, a shadow dragging interface is ideal. However, their
system wildly moves the lights while moving the shadows. If a user is generally happy with
current scene but wants to slightly adjust the shadows then our system is more successful.
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Figure 6: Two examples of undefined inputs. On the left a soft-edge stroke(grey) has been
placed inside of a light-edge stroke (green) which is not a valid lighting configuration and
the result is meaningless. On the right, a zig zag is used to define the edge of a spot light.
the zig zag is not followed, but the light is placed to generally cover the area of the sketch.
The other limitation of our approach is that we assume that the artist wont ask for
anything impossible, and yet we allow him to make such a request. An example of this is
that an artist can sketch with the light-edge tool in a circle. Then he can place a soft-edge
stroke inside of the first stroke. Now when the system tries to resolve itself, it finds that
the user has asked for the outside angle to be placed inside of the main angle. Figure 6.a
shows the result of such a request, with the light-edge stroke in green and the soft-edge
stroke in grey. Clearly a poor input results in a poor output. Similarly when the artist
uses a light-edge stroke to place the edge of the spotlight effect, but rather than drawing a
curve, they draw a zig zag as shown in Figure 6.b, we cannot guarantee the result as this
sketch doesnt mean anything under our convention. However, the result of such a scribble
is pretty close to what we might speculate the artist wanted when he sketched that stroke.
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9

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a user interface that allows a lighting artist to directly sketch a desired
lighting effect in 3D. The system casts this problem as a multidimensional optimization.
The User can choose from 8 types of strokes, all of which will have a different effect. The
user also is given control of the precision of the minimization as well as relative weight each
sketch should be given. We used the system to light simple scenes and found it to be fast
and accurate. This tool is a clear improvement on the traditional lighting techniques and
furthers research into accessible and artistic lighting techniques.
The sketching paradigm has been shown to be a successful and easy to use. We did
not extend the sketching paradigm to include control of animation, but we would be very
interested to see our techniques extended to animation. It may be that the sketching
metaphor can be adapted for designing movement as well as placement of lights.
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